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Dark Matter
Dark matter is a hypothetical form of matter. It has to be postulated to describe 
phenomenons, which could not be explained by known forms of matter. It has to be 
assumed that the largest part of dark matter is made out of heavy, slow moving, 
electric and color uncharged, weakly interacting particles. Such a particle does not 
exist within the standard model of particle physics. Dark matter makes up 25 % of 
the energy density of the universe. The true nature of dark matter is still unknown.



Five reasons we think Dark Matter exists

In 1933, Fritz Zwicky (above) was studying 
the nearest very large cluster of galaxies to 
us in space: the Coma cluster (left).

He used the virial theorem, an equation which relates the average kinetic energy of a system to 
its total potential energy, to infer the gravitational mass of the cluster. He then compared that to 
the mass inferred from the bright, luminous matter (stars and gas) in the galaxies. You’d expect 
those two numbers — gravitational mass and mass due to luminous matter — to match, 
wouldn’t you? But instead, he found that the mass from the luminous matter was not enough to 
keep the cluster bound, and was several times smaller than the inferred gravitational mass. 
Assuming that the luminous matter constituted all of the mass in each galaxy, they should have 
been flying apart! He thus coined the term “dark matter” for the material that must therefore 
be present, quietly holding the galaxy cluster tightly together.

1) Galaxy clusters
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Five reasons we think Dark Matter exists
2) Galactic rotation curves

Similar evidence was observed within galaxies themselves. From standard Newtonian 
dynamics, we expect the velocity of stars to fall as you move from the near the center of mass of 
a galaxy to its outer edges. But when studying the Andromeda galaxy in the 1960s, Vera Rubin 
and Kent Ford found something very different: the velocity of stars remained approximately 
constant, regardless of how far they were from the galactic center. E
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Five reasons we think Dark Matter exists
3) The cosmic microwave background
The Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) is the 
earliest photograph of our Universe. The patterns that 
we see in observations of the CMB were set up by 
competition between two forces acting on matter; the 
force of gravity causing matter to fall inward and an 
outward pressure exerted by photons (or particles of 
light). This competition caused the photons and matter 
to oscillate into-and-out-of dense regions. But if the 
Universe consisted partially of dark matter in addition 
to normal matter, that pattern would be affected 
dramatically. The existence of dark matter leaves a 
characteristic imprint on CMB observations, as it 
clumps into dense regions and contributes to the 
gravitational collapse of matter, but is unaffected by the 
pressure from photons.
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Five reasons we think Dark Matter exists
3) The cosmic microwave background



Five reasons we think Dark Matter exists
3) The cosmic microwave background
We can predict these oscillations in the CMB with and without dark matter, which we 
often present in the form of a power spectrum. The power spectrum of the CMB shows us 
the strength of oscillations at different sizes of the photons and matter. The Wilkinson 
Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) was the first instrument to measure the CMB 
power spectrum through the first peak of oscillations, and showed that the existence of 
dark matter is favored.
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Five reasons we think Dark Matter exists
4) The Bullet cluster

In 2006, astronomers working on the 
Hubble Space Telescope and the 
Chandra X-ray Observatory released 
exciting information about an object 
known as the bullet cluster. This cluster 
is actually two galaxy clusters which 
have recently undergone a high-speed 
collision, forcing the contents of each 
cluster to merge together. Observations 
from the two telescopes allowed us to 
measure the location of the cluster mass 
after the collision using two methods: 
optical observations of X-ray emission 
and gravitational lensing.

One way we can tell two clusters have just collided is through X-ray astronomy. An extremely hot gas of 
particles pervades the space between each galaxy in a cluster, which accounts for for about 90% of the mass 
from ordinary matter (rather than stars). When two galaxy clusters collide, the gas particles become even 
hotter from crashing into each other, causing an increase in brightness of the X-ray emission. From this we 
can tell how energetic the gas is and where it is located.
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This animation shows an artist's representation of the huge collision in the bullet cluster. Hot gas, containing 
most of the normal matter in the cluster, is shown in red and dark matter is in blue. During the collision the hot 
gas in each cluster is slowed and distorted by a drag force, similar to air resistance. A bullet-shaped cloud of gas 
forms in one of the clusters. In contrast, the dark matter is not slowed by the impact, because it does not interact 
directly with itself or the gas except through gravity, and separates from the normal matter. The animation ends by 
dissolving into an image showing the hot gas seen with Chandra (pink) and the cluster mass as inferred by 
gravitational lensing (blue), which is mostly dark matter.



Five reasons we think Dark Matter exists
4) The Bullet cluster

If the clusters were entirely comprised of ordinary matter, the location of mass from the optical observations 
and the location calculated from gravitational lensing in the bullet cluster should overlap. Instead, the 
observations showed a glaring inconsistency. The optically visible matter told us the mass should be 
concentrated near the center of the image shown, highlighted in red. The mass distribution from 
gravitational lensing, highlighted in blue, shows that the concentration of mass is actually in two pieces, just 
outside of the luminous matter in the galaxy! Invoking dark matter, this behavior is easy to explain as 
follows:
a.) Dark matter interacts with its surroundings significantly less frequently than ordinary matter.
b.) During the cluster collision, the dark matter of one cluster would have slipped through all of the objects 
in the other cluster with relative ease.
c.) The luminous matter, on the other hand, would have bounced off of other particles around it, causing it to 
slow and separate from the dark matter.

Gravitational lensing occurs because 
matter isn’t the only thing that feels the 
effects of gravity: light does as well. 
This means that a massive object can 
act as a lens; a background source that 
emits light in all directions will have 
some of that light focused if it passes by 
a massive object. By measuring these 
focused images, we can infer the 
location and mass of the lens between 
us and the source.
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Five reasons we think Dark Matter exists
5) Large-scale structure formation

Instead, dark matter provides a reasonable explanation. Because dark matter didn’t undergo the same 
oscillations with matter and light, it was free to collapse on its own to form dense regions that helped structure 
formation get a head start, and allowed the distribution of galaxies and clusters to be what we observe today.

When telescopes like the Sloan Digital Sky 
Survey map the locations the galaxies in the 
Universe, with the biggest features being 
referred to as large-scale structure, it sees a 
set of patterns that couldn’t happen with only 
the gravity due to ordinary matter at work. 
We know that before the CMB, ordinary 
matter wasn’t able to efficiently clump into 
dense objects due to the oscillations from the 
competing forces of gravity and pressure 
from radiation. The structure we observe is 
much more advanced in its evolution given 
the amount of time available for objects to 
gravitationally collapse after the time of the 
CMB.
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These five independent pieces of evidence, when taken all together, provide a compelling 
reason that dark matter must exist. Reading through each explanation again, there is a 
common theme: gravity. Each piece of the puzzle relies on the way dark matter affects 
things around it via the gravitational force.

Since we haven’t measured it directly yet, and the evidence for dark matter’s existence 
centers on its gravitational interactions, a responsible scientific community would ask 
“what if we just don’t understand gravity as well as we think we do?” 
Some research groups have been tackling that question, investigating theories like 
MOND (MOdified Newtonian Dynamics), which are often grouped together under the 
umbrella “modified gravity.” So far, these theories have had successes in describing one 
of these peculiarities: galactic rotation curves, but have not yet provided an explanation 
for the complete set of observations like dark matter does.

An Alternative
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These five reasons don’t constitute the 
total observational evidence we have for 
dark matter. Big Bang Nucleosynthesis 
(BBN), which explains the way light 
elements such as Helium were formed 
fractions of a second after the Big Bang, 
tells us abundance of baryonic matter 
doesn’t account for the total matter 
content of the Universe inferred from 
other observations, and that dark 
matter can’t be just be things like 
protons and neutrons. 

Big-Bang nucleosynthesis



Observations of molecular clouds — neutral hydrogen gas — absorbing light from background 
galaxies and quasars, known as the Lyman-alpha forest, gives us information about the location 
of dark matter clumps as well as how much energy dark matter particles are allowed to have.

Light absorption by molecular clouds
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How to find DM?
What do we know?



The	hunt	for	dark	ma'er	parNcles	

						(collider	searches	Tuesday)		

(direct	searches	Wednesday)		

indirect searches



We don’t know yet what DM is... but we do know many of its properties 
 
Good candidates for Dark Matter have to fulfil the following conditions 

•  Neutral 

•  Stable on cosmological scales 

•  Reproduce the correct relic abundance 

•  Not excluded by current searches 

•  No conflicts with BBN or stellar evolution 

Many candidates in Particle Physics 

•  Axions 

•  Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) 

•  SuperWIMPs and Decaying DM 

•  WIMPzillas 

•  Asymmetric DM 

•  SIMPs, CHAMPs, SIDMs, ETCs...  

... they have very different properties 
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Several well-motivated candidates of DM are shown in the log-log plane of DM relic mass and �int

representing the typical strength of interactions with ordinary matter. The red, pink and blue colors represent HDM, WDM
and CDM, respectively. This plot is an update of the previous figures [453, 562].

emerges from the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) solution to the strong CP problem and the neutralino which emerges from a
supersymmetric solution to the gauge hierarchy problem. In cases such as these and others, the relic abundance of DM
along with DM detection rates are calculable in terms of fundamental parameters, and thus subject to experimental
searches and tests.

Generally, DM relics are considered to be produced in the early Universe in (at least) two distinct ways. One
possibility involves DM particles generated in processes taking place in thermal equilibrium, which we will generically
refer to as thermal production (TP), and the relics produced this way will be called thermal relics. On the other
hand, non-thermal production (NTP), will refer to processes taking place outside of the thermal equilibrium, and the
resulting relics will be called non-thermal relics. The first class of processes will include the freeze-out of relics from
thermal equilibrium, or their production in scatterings and decays of other particles in the plasma. The second will
include, for example, relic production from bosonic field coherent motion or from out-of-equilibrium decays of heavier
states or from bosonic coherent motion.

Working within the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, it is found that none of the known particles have
the right properties to constitute CDM. At one time, massive SM(-like) neutrinos were considered a possibility.
Measurements of the number of light neutrinos at LEP combined with calculations of their relic abundance rule out
this possibility [324].

Instead, the most often considered theoretical candidate for CDM is the weakly interacting massive particle, or
WIMP. It is worth stressing, however, that the WIMP is not a specific elementary particle, but rather a broad class

Baer et al. 2014 
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Current challenges for DARK MATTER 
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•  Experimental detection:  
Does DM feel other interactions apart from Gravity? 
Is the Electro-Weak scale related somehow related to DM? 
How is DM distributed? 

 
•  Determination of the DM particle parameters: 

Mass, interaction cross section, etc…  
 
•  What is the theory for Physics beyond the SM: 

DM as a window for new Physics 
Can we identify the DM candidate? 
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Current challenges for DARK MATTER 
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•  Experimental detection:  
Does DM feel other interactions apart from Gravity? 
Is the Electro-Weak scale related somehow related to DM? 
How is DM distributed? 

 
•  Determination of the DM particle parameters: 

Mass, interaction cross section, etc…  
 
•  What is the theory for Physics beyond the SM: 

DM as a window for new Physics 
Can we identify the DM candidate? 

 Supersymmetry is a well motivated extension of the SM 

•  Solution to the hierarchy problem? Low mass Higgs with SM-
like couplings  

 
•  Dark Matter candidates 
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Dark Matter Candidates
Several beyond the Standard Model of particle physics scenarios have been 
proposed that naturally predict the existence of new particles that are excellent 
dark matter candidates

H. Baer et al, arXiv:1407.0017

➡ Here I’ll focus on WIMPs, Weakly 
Interacting Massive Particles
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Direct"DM"detec/on" Collider"DM"searches"

Astro/Cosmo"probes"

Dark matter MUST BE searched for in different ways... 

Indirect"DM"detec/on"
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Accelerator 
Searches 

(production) 

Indirect Detection 
(annihilation or decay) 

Direct Detection 
(scattering) 

... probing DIFFERENT aspects of their interactions with ordinary matter 

“Redundant” detection can 
be used to extract DM 
properties. 

Constraints in one sector 
affect observations in the 
other two. 
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In the past ~20 yrs we have had numerous potential signatures for DM. Some 
remain unexplained while many have been attributed to backgrounds or 
statistical fluctuations.  
 

These are shaping our theoretical approach to the DM problem 
making us look in (often conflicting) directions 

Indirect Detection 
PAMELA-AMS 
 
Fermi-LAT: 
- Galactic Centre 
- 135 gamma line 
 
511 eV emission 

Astro/Cosmo Probes 

Warm DM (Simulations) 
 
Self-interacting DM 
 
3.5 keV line 

LHC 

 
Diphoton at 750 GeV  

Direct Detection 

DAMA annual 
modulation 
 
Low-mass craze 
(CDMS, CoGeNT, 
CRESST) 
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MPP-2012-73
Prepared for submission to JCAP

A Tentative Gamma-Ray Line
from Dark Matter Annihilation
at the Fermi Large Area Telescope

Christoph Weniger

Max-Planck-Institut für Physik, Föhringer Ring 6, 80805 München, Germany

E-mail: weniger@mppmu.mpg.de

Abstract. The observation of a gamma-ray line in the cosmic-ray fluxes would be a smoking-
gun signature for dark matter annihilation or decay in the Universe. We present an improved
search for such signatures in the data of the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT), concentrating
on energies between 20 and 300 GeV. Besides updating to 43 months of data, we use
a new data-driven technique to select optimized target regions depending on the profile
of the Galactic dark matter halo. In regions close to the Galactic center, we find a 4.6!
indication for a gamma-ray line at E! ! 130 GeV. When taking into account the look-
elsewhere e!ect the significance of the observed excess is 3.2!. If interpreted in terms of
dark matter particles annihilating into a photon pair, the observations imply a dark matter
mass of m" = 129.8 ± 2.4+7

!13 GeV and a partial annihilation cross-section of "!v#"""!! =
!

1.27± 0.32+0.18
!0.28

"

$10!27 cm3 s!1 when using the Einasto dark matter profile. The evidence
for the signal is based on about 50 photons; it will take a few years of additional data to
clarify its existence.

Figure 4. Upper sub-panels: the measured events with statistical errors are plotted in black. The
horizontal bars show the best-fit models with (red) and without DM (green), the blue dotted line
indicates the corresponding line flux component alone. In the lower sub-panel we show residuals
after subtracting the model with line contribution. Note that we rebinned the data to fewer bins
after performing the fits in order to produce the plots and calculate the p-value and the reduced
!2
r
! !2/dof. The counts are listed in Tabs. 1, 2 and 3.

– 10 –



Detected, with mild significance (~4) with XMM and 
Chandra observations of Perseus, M31, stacked clusters 

(Balbul et al. 2014, Boyarsky et al. 2014)

These papers argue that the line is not explained by 
astrophysical lines, and may stem from DM decay

The 3.5 keV Line

Bulbul et al. 2014

Ø A simple DM decay picture is inconsistent with non-detection in Draco and 
Galactic Center morphology
ØThere are plausible astrophysical explanations



hints for new particle at 750 GeV in 2015 data?
not confirmed by 2016 data



December 

60
° 

June 

Drukier, Freese, Spergel PRD86; Freese et al. PRD88 

•  vsun ~ 232 km/s 
(Sun vel in the 
halo) 

•   vorb = 30 km/s 
(Earth vel 
around the Sun) 

•   γ = π/3, ω = 2π/T, 
T = 1 year 

•   t0 = 2nd June 
(when v⊕ is 
maximum) 

v⊕(t) = vsun + vorb cosγcos[ω(t-t0)] 
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1) Modulated rate according cosine 

2) In a definite low energy range 

3) With a proper period (1 year) 

4) With proper phase (about 2 June) 

5) Just for single hit events in a multi-
detector set-up 

6) With modulation amplitude in the 
region of maximal sensitivity must 
be <7% for usually adopted halo 
distributions, but it can be larger in 
case of some possible scenarios 

Requirements of the DM 
annual modulation 

To mimic this signature, spurious effects and side reactions must not only - obviously - be able to 
account for the whole observed modulation amplitude, but also to satisfy contemporaneously 
all the requirements 

With the present technology, the annual 
modulation is the main model independent 
signature for the DM signal. Although the 
modulation effect is expected to be 
relatively small a suitable large-mass, low-
radioactive set-up with an efficient control 
of the running conditions can point out its 
presence. 

the DM annual modulation signature has a different origin and 
peculiarities (e.g. the phase) than those effects correlated with 
the seasons 

The DM annual modulation: a model independent signature 
to investigate the DM particles component in the galactic halo



July 2000 new DAQ and new electronic 
chain installed (MULTIPLEXER removed, 
now one TD channel for each detector): 
(i) TD VXI Tektronix; (ii) Digital Unix 
DAQ system; (iii) GPIB-CAMAC. 

DAMA/NaI & DAMA/LIBRA main upgrades and improvements 

July 2002 DAMA/NaI 
data  taking completed 

Sept.-Oct. 2008 – DAMA/LIBRA upgrade:  
(i)  one detector has been recovered by  
        replacing a broken PMT 
(ii)    new optimization of some PMTs and HVs    
         performed 
(iii)    All TD replaced with new ones 
(iv)    new DAQ with optical read-out installed 

On 2003 DAMA/LIBRA has begun 
first operations (one TD channel for 
each PMT; two for each detector) 

PHASE2 

The second DAMA/LIBRA upgrade in Fall 2010:  replacement of all the PMTs with higher Q.E. ones  
(+ new preamplifiers in  fall 2012 & other developments in progress) 

 

DAMA/LIBRA-phase2 in data taking  

Minimal upgrade in Fall 

single-hit residual rate vs time 



Collider searches
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Many BSM models provide WIMP candidates
● Eg: SUSY (nMSSM, cMSSM, …), UED/ADD, Little Higgs …
● Large numbers of parameters, wide range of phenomenology

Alternatively, take a general approach :
● Perform broad searches based on general DM 

phenomenology  
● Use “models” that are simple as possible, even if 

they are incomplete 
● Turn as large a stone as possible … mono-X!

Mono-X
SUSY



06/28/16 K. Hahn - DM@LHC Overview 9

Mono-X 
In reality, could not observe this at ATLAS & CMS …

Dark Matter is DARK
● Leaves no activity in the detector
● Nothing to reconstruct in diagram above 

“Mono-X” (or “MET+X”) includeds “X” for viable detection
● X: quarks/gluons, photons, W/Z …  

DM must instead recoil 
against something to 
become “visible”
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Simplified Models
More complete, somewhat more complicated … 

● Include explicit DM mediator & SM,DM mediator couplings

● Now additional parameters (gDM, gSM, mDM, mMed), but still 
compact representation of the important pheno.

SMs → EFTs in limit of large (~10 TeV) mMed, couplings
● But accurately describe kinematics, rates, etc over full range of 

model parameters 

See talk from Ning Zhou
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(10 kiloTonne!) DM Detectors

ATLAS & CMS are DM discovery experiments!

Nearly all detector capabilities utilized in DM searches

● Vertexing, tracking, calorimetry, muons …

● Reveal the invisible by measuring the visible! 
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Missing Transverse Energy (MET, E
t

miss,      )

Non-interacting particles escape the detector 
● Their presence inferred from energy/momentum imbalance

Missing energy not an ideal observable …
● Some final state particles lost in the beampipe
● Missing Transverse Energy much more useful

– Negative vector sum of all visible energy 

A well understood 
collider observable

● Wide use in SM 
measurements 
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Monojet candidate 
at √s = 13 TeV
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Interpretation
Extraction of potential DM signals …  

In absence of excess: limit setting, model constraints
● NB: 95% CLs lmits are standard in collider world

m(Med)-m(DM) plane: provides natural representation of 
collider results

● Results shown as limit on 
signal cross section or on 
signal strength (μ = σobs/σth) 

● Fix gDM & gSM

● Label all assumptions (eg: 
mediator & DM type)  



upper limits from searches for
- monojets (missing transverse energy)
- mono Z
- mono photon
- mono Higgs
- mono bottom/top

-> upper limits established
-> no discovery (yet)
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CMS Monojet Results @ 13 TeV (2)

Limits set in mMed-mDM plane

● Both vector & axial couplings considered

● NB: gSM=1, 90% CL limits … 

● 13 TeV results presently less constraining w.r.t  8 TeV

CMS-PAS-EXO-16-013 
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CMS Monojet Results @ 13 TeV (3)

Translation of limits to SI & SD planes
● Low mDM reach complements capabilites of direct detection! 

CMS-PAS-EXO-16-013 



Direct detection



Observe WIMP dark matter via elastic scattering off atomic nuclei 

Momentum transfer ~ few tens of MeV 

Energy deposited in the detector ~ few keV - tens of keV

ER =
q2

2mN
< 30 keV

v/c ⇠ 0.75⇥ 10�3

N

�
�

N Evis

2

Physics aim of direct detection experiments



What can we learn about WIMPs?

• Constraints on the mass and scattering cross section
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WIMP mass

Detection

Local DM velocity PDF Vogelsberger et al. 2009

800 M. Vogelsberger et al.

the short dynamical time at the solar radius (about 1 per cent of
the Hubble time). This results in very efficient mixing of unbound
material and the stripping of all initially bound objects to a small
fraction of the maximum mass they may have had in the past (see
Vogelsberger et al. 2008, for a discussion of these processes). Note
that the actual density of DM in the solar neighbourhood and the
shape of the equidensity surfaces of the Milky Way’s DM distri-
bution will depend on how the gravitational effects of the baryonic
components have modified structure during the system’s formation.
Unfortunately, the shape of the inner DM halo of the Milky Way
is poorly constrained observationally (Helmi 2004; Law, Johnston
& Majewski 2005). The dissipative contraction of the visible com-
ponents probably increased the density of the DM component and
made it more axisymmetric (e.g. Gnedin et al. 2004; Kazantzidis
et al. 2004) but these processes are unlikely to affect the level of
small-scale structure. The very smooth behaviour we find in our
pure DM haloes should apply also to the more complex real Milky
Way.

4 V E L O C I T Y D I S T R I BU T I O N S

The velocity distribution of DM particles near the Sun is also an
important factor influencing the signal expected in direct detection
experiments. As mentioned in the Introduction, most previous work
has assumed this distribution to be smooth, and either Maxwellian
or multivariate Gaussian. Very different distributions are possible
in principle. For example, if the local density distribution is a su-
perposition of a relatively small number of DM streams, the local
velocity distribution would be effectively discrete with all particles
in a given stream sharing the same velocity (Sikivie, Tkachev &
Wang 1995; Stiff, Widrow & Frieman 2001; Stiff & Widrow 2003).
Clearly, it is important to understand whether such a distribution
is indeed expected, and whether a significant fraction of the local
mass density could be part of any individual stream.

We address this issue by dividing the inner regions of each of our
haloes into cubic boxes 2 kpc on a side, and focusing on those boxes
centred between 7 < r < 9 kpc from halo centre. In Aq-A-1, each
2 kpc box contains 104 to 105 particles, while in the level-2 haloes
they contain an order of magnitude fewer. For every box, we cal-
culate a velocity dispersion tensor and study the distribution of the
velocity components along its principal axes. In almost all boxes,
these axes are closely aligned with those the ellipsoidal equidensity
contours discussed in the last section. We also study the distribution
of the modulus of the velocity vector within each box. The upper
four panels of Fig. 2 show these distributions of a typical 2 kpc
box at the solar circle in Aq-A-1 (solid red lines). Here, and in the
following plots, we normalize distributions to have unit integral.
The black dashed lines in each panel show a multivariate Gaussian
distribution with the same mean and dispersion along each of the
principal axes. The difference between the two distributions in each
panel is plotted separately just above it. This particular box is quite
typical, in that we almost always find the velocity distribution to
be significantly anisotropic, with a major axis velocity distribution
which is platykurtic, and distributions of the other two components
which are leptokurtic. Thus, the velocity distribution differs signifi-
cantly from Maxwellian, or even from a multivariate Gaussian. The
individual velocity components have very smooth distributions with
no sign of spikes due to individual streams. This also is a feature
which is common to almost all our 2 kpc boxes. It is thus surprising
that the distribution of the velocity modulus shows clear features
in the form of bumps and dips with amplitudes of several tens of
per cent.
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Figure 2. Top four panels: velocity distributions in a 2 kpc box at the
solar circle for halo Aq-A-1. v1, v2 and v3 are the velocity components
parallel to the major, intermediate and minor axes of the velocity ellipsoid;
v is the modulus of the velocity vector. Red lines show the histograms
measured directly from the simulation, while black dashed lines show a
multivariate Gaussian model fit to the individual component distributions.
Residuals from this model are shown in the upper part of each panel. The
major axis velocity distribution is clearly platykurtic, whereas the other
two distributions are leptokurtic. All three are very smooth, showing no
evidence for spikes due to individual streams. In contrast, the distribution
of the velocity modulus, shown in the upper left-hand panel, shows broad
bumps and dips with amplitudes of up to 10 per cent of the distribution
maximum. Lower panel: velocity modulus distributions for all 2 kpc boxes
centred between 7 and 9 kpc from the centre of Aq-A-1. At each velocity,
a thick red line gives the median of all the measured distributions, while a
dashed black line gives the median of all the fitted multivariate Gaussians.
The dark and light blue contours enclose 68 and 95 per cent of all the
measured distributions at each velocity. The bumps seen in the distribution
for a single box are clearly present with similar amplitude in all boxes, and
so also in the median curve. The bin size is 5 km s!1 in all plots.
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What can we learn about WIMPs?

• Constraints on the mass and scattering cross section

Ruled out

Allowed
Local DM velocity PDF Vogelsberger et al. 2009

800 M. Vogelsberger et al.

the short dynamical time at the solar radius (about 1 per cent of
the Hubble time). This results in very efficient mixing of unbound
material and the stripping of all initially bound objects to a small
fraction of the maximum mass they may have had in the past (see
Vogelsberger et al. 2008, for a discussion of these processes). Note
that the actual density of DM in the solar neighbourhood and the
shape of the equidensity surfaces of the Milky Way’s DM distri-
bution will depend on how the gravitational effects of the baryonic
components have modified structure during the system’s formation.
Unfortunately, the shape of the inner DM halo of the Milky Way
is poorly constrained observationally (Helmi 2004; Law, Johnston
& Majewski 2005). The dissipative contraction of the visible com-
ponents probably increased the density of the DM component and
made it more axisymmetric (e.g. Gnedin et al. 2004; Kazantzidis
et al. 2004) but these processes are unlikely to affect the level of
small-scale structure. The very smooth behaviour we find in our
pure DM haloes should apply also to the more complex real Milky
Way.

4 V E L O C I T Y D I S T R I BU T I O N S

The velocity distribution of DM particles near the Sun is also an
important factor influencing the signal expected in direct detection
experiments. As mentioned in the Introduction, most previous work
has assumed this distribution to be smooth, and either Maxwellian
or multivariate Gaussian. Very different distributions are possible
in principle. For example, if the local density distribution is a su-
perposition of a relatively small number of DM streams, the local
velocity distribution would be effectively discrete with all particles
in a given stream sharing the same velocity (Sikivie, Tkachev &
Wang 1995; Stiff, Widrow & Frieman 2001; Stiff & Widrow 2003).
Clearly, it is important to understand whether such a distribution
is indeed expected, and whether a significant fraction of the local
mass density could be part of any individual stream.

We address this issue by dividing the inner regions of each of our
haloes into cubic boxes 2 kpc on a side, and focusing on those boxes
centred between 7 < r < 9 kpc from halo centre. In Aq-A-1, each
2 kpc box contains 104 to 105 particles, while in the level-2 haloes
they contain an order of magnitude fewer. For every box, we cal-
culate a velocity dispersion tensor and study the distribution of the
velocity components along its principal axes. In almost all boxes,
these axes are closely aligned with those the ellipsoidal equidensity
contours discussed in the last section. We also study the distribution
of the modulus of the velocity vector within each box. The upper
four panels of Fig. 2 show these distributions of a typical 2 kpc
box at the solar circle in Aq-A-1 (solid red lines). Here, and in the
following plots, we normalize distributions to have unit integral.
The black dashed lines in each panel show a multivariate Gaussian
distribution with the same mean and dispersion along each of the
principal axes. The difference between the two distributions in each
panel is plotted separately just above it. This particular box is quite
typical, in that we almost always find the velocity distribution to
be significantly anisotropic, with a major axis velocity distribution
which is platykurtic, and distributions of the other two components
which are leptokurtic. Thus, the velocity distribution differs signifi-
cantly from Maxwellian, or even from a multivariate Gaussian. The
individual velocity components have very smooth distributions with
no sign of spikes due to individual streams. This also is a feature
which is common to almost all our 2 kpc boxes. It is thus surprising
that the distribution of the velocity modulus shows clear features
in the form of bumps and dips with amplitudes of several tens of
per cent.
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Figure 2. Top four panels: velocity distributions in a 2 kpc box at the
solar circle for halo Aq-A-1. v1, v2 and v3 are the velocity components
parallel to the major, intermediate and minor axes of the velocity ellipsoid;
v is the modulus of the velocity vector. Red lines show the histograms
measured directly from the simulation, while black dashed lines show a
multivariate Gaussian model fit to the individual component distributions.
Residuals from this model are shown in the upper part of each panel. The
major axis velocity distribution is clearly platykurtic, whereas the other
two distributions are leptokurtic. All three are very smooth, showing no
evidence for spikes due to individual streams. In contrast, the distribution
of the velocity modulus, shown in the upper left-hand panel, shows broad
bumps and dips with amplitudes of up to 10 per cent of the distribution
maximum. Lower panel: velocity modulus distributions for all 2 kpc boxes
centred between 7 and 9 kpc from the centre of Aq-A-1. At each velocity,
a thick red line gives the median of all the measured distributions, while a
dashed black line gives the median of all the fitted multivariate Gaussians.
The dark and light blue contours enclose 68 and 95 per cent of all the
measured distributions at each velocity. The bumps seen in the distribution
for a single box are clearly present with similar amplitude in all boxes, and
so also in the median curve. The bin size is 5 km s!1 in all plots.
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• Cosmic rays & cosmic activation of detector materials


• Natural (238U, 232Th, 40K) & anthropogenic (85Kr, 137Cs) radioactivity: 


• Ultimately: neutrino-nucleus scattering (solar, atmospheric and supernovae neutrinos)

F. Ruppin  et al., 1408.3581
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FIG. 1: Left: Relevant neutrino fluxes to the background of direct dark matter detection experiments: Solar, atmospheric, and
di↵use supernovae [22–24]. Right: Neutrino background event rates for a germanium based detector. The black dashed line
corresponds to the sum of the neutrino induced nuclear recoil event rates. Also shown is the similarity between the event rate
from a 6 GeV/c2 WIMP with a SI cross section on the nucleon of 4.4⇥ 10�45 cm2 (black solid line) and the 8B neutrino event
rate.
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corresponds to the neutrino flux. As it has
been shown in Ref. [17], the neutrino-nucleon elastic
interaction is theoretically well-understood within the
Standard Model, and leads to a coherence e↵ect imply-
ing a neutrino-nucleus cross section that approximately
scales as the atomic number (A) squared when the mo-
mentum transfer is below a few keV. At tree level, the
neutrino-nucleon elastic scattering is a neutral current
interaction that proceeds via the exchange of a Z boson.
The resulting di↵erential neutrino-nucleus cross section
as a function of the recoil energy and the neutrino en-
ergy is given by [18]:
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where m
N

is the nucleus mass, G
f

is the Fermi coupling
constant and Q

!

= N � (1 � 4 sin2 ✓
!

)Z is the weak
nuclear hypercharge with N the number of neutrons, Z
the number of protons, and ✓

!

the weak mixing angle.
The presence of the form factors describes the loss of
coherence at higher momentum transfer and is assumed
to be the same as for the WIMP-nucleus SI scattering.
Interestingly, as the CNS interaction only proceeds
through a neutral current, it is equally sensitive to all
active neutrino flavors.

In Fig. 1 (left panel), we present all the neutrino fluxes
that will induce relevant backgrounds to dark matter
detection searches. The di↵erent neutrino sources con-
sidered in this study are the sun, which generates high
fluxes of low energy neutrinos following the pp-chain [19]

and the possible CNO cycle [20, 21], di↵use supernovae
(DSNB) [22] and the interaction of cosmic rays with the
atmosphere [23] which induces low fluxes of high energy
neutrinos. As a summary of the neutrino sources used
in the following, we present in Table II the di↵erent
properties of the relevant neutrino families such as: the
maximal neutrino energy, the maximum recoil energy for
a Ge target nucleus and the overall flux normalization
and uncertainty. In order to most directly compare to
the analysis of Ref. [10], we use the standard solar model
BS05(OP) and the predictions on the atmospheric and
the DSNB neutrino fluxes from [23] and [22] respectively.

The di↵erent neutrino event rates are shown in Fig. 1
(right panel) for a Ge target. We can first notice that
the highest event rates are due to the solar neutrinos
and correspond to recoil energies below 6 keV. Indeed,
the 8B and hep neutrinos dominate the total neutrino
event rate for recoil energies between 0.1 and 8 keV
and above these energies, the dominant component is
the atmospheric neutrinos. Also shown, as a black solid
line, is the event rate from a 6 GeV/c2 WIMP with
a SI cross section on the nucleon of 4.4 ⇥ 10�45 cm2.
We can already notice that for this particular set of
parameters (m

�

,�SI), the WIMP event rate is very
similar to the one induced by the 8B neutrinos. As
discussed in the next section, this similarity will lead
to a strongly reduced discrimination power between
the WIMP and the neutrino hypotheses and therefore
dramatically a↵ect the discovery potential of upcoming
direct detection experiments.

Note that in this study we do not consider neutrino-
electron scattering, even though it is predicted to pro-
vide a substantial signal in future dark matter detectors.
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A world-wide effort to search for WIMPs

SNOLab 
DEAP 

CLEAN 
Picasso 
COUPP 
DAMIC

Soudan 
SuperCDMS 

CoGeNT 

Homestake 
LUX, LUX-ZEPLIN Modane 

EDELWEISS

Canfranc 
ArDM 

Rosebud 
ANAIS

Gran Sasso 
XENON 
CRESST 

DAMA/LIBRA 
DarkSide 
DARWIN

South Pole 
DM Ice

YangYang 
KIMS

Jinping 
PandaX 
CDEX

Kamioka 
XMASS 
Newage 

Boulby 
ZEPLIN 
DRIFT



The WIMP landscape in 2007

Nature 448, July 19, 2007 
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The WIMP landscape in 2009



The WIMP landscape today

4S. Fiorucci – LBNL

Eyes on Target

~1 event/tonne/year

~1 event/kg/d Ge

Xe

Possible signal

Dark sector 
models

SUSY models



Plot by S. Fiorucci, UCLA DM2016



Why noble gases for direct dark matter detection?

• Dense, homogeneous target with self-shielding; fiducialisation


• Large detector masses feasible at moderate costs


• High light (40 photons/keV) and charge (WLAr = 24 eV, WLXe = 15 eV ) yields
414 E. Aprile and L. Baudis

Table 21.1. Physical properties of xenon, argon and neon.

Properties [unit] Xe Ar Ne

Atomic number: 54 18 10
Mean relative atomic mass: 131.3 40.0 20.2
Boiling point Tb at 1 atm [K] 165.0 87.3 27.1
Melting point Tm at 1 atm [K] 161.4 83.8 24.6
Gas density at 1 atm & 298 K [g l!1] 5.40 1.63 0.82
Gas density at 1 atm & Tb [g l!1] 9.99 5.77 9.56
Liquid density at Tb [g cm!3] 2.94 1.40 1.21
Dielectric constant of liquid 1.95 1.51 1.53
Volume fraction in Earth’s atmosphere [ppm] 0.09 9340 18.2

several practical aspects of a dark matter detector based on the specific noble
liquid. The high atomic number and high density make LXe an excellent
detector medium for penetrating radiation. Its relatively high temperature,
compared with that of LAr and LNe, also facilitates detector handling. In
terms of cost, LXe is the most expensive of the three noble liquids, owing to
its low fraction in the atmosphere. However, the problem of radioactive 39Ar
present at the level of 1 Bq kg!1 in atmospheric Ar will increase the cost of
LAr for large dark matter detectors, which will require Ar depleted in 39Ar
by centrifugation or by extracting it from other sources than the atmosphere.

21.1.2 Ionization and scintillation production

The ionization process. The energy loss of an incident particle in noble
liquids is shared between the following processes: ionization, excitation and
sub-excitation electrons liberated in the ionization process. The average
energy loss in ionization is slightly larger than the ionization potential or the
gap energy because it includes multiple ionization processes. As a result, the
ratio of the W -value, the average energy required to produce an electron-
ion pair, to the ionization potential or the gap energy is 1.6!1.7 [102].
Table 21.2 shows the W -values in noble gases (liquid and gaseous states)
[102; 691; 1459; 1833]. In general, the W -value in the liquid phase is smaller
than in the gaseous phase, and the W -value in liquid xenon is smaller than
that in liquid argon and liquid neon. As a consequence, the ionization yield
in liquid xenon is the highest of all noble liquids.
The scintillation process. Luminescence emitted from liquids or solids
is called scintillation. Scintillation from noble liquids arises in two distinct

15



The Double-Phase Detector Concept

S2

S1

S1
S2

gamma

drift time

drift time

WIMP (here neutron)

drift  
field

Cathode

Gate grid

Anode

PMT array

PMT array

direct light (S1)

proportional light (S2)

e-

e-

• Particle interaction in the active volume produces 
prompt scintillation light (S1) and ionisation 
electrons


• Electrons drift to interface (E= 0.53 kV/cm) where 
they are extracted and amplified in the gas. 
Detected as proportional scintillation light (S2)


• (S2/S1)WIMP  <<  (S2/S1)Gamma 


• 3-D position sensitive detector with particle ID

position resolution:  
<3mm in x-y; < 0.3 mm in z

-16 kV

+4.5 kV
ground

ground



Example of a low-energy event in XENON100

S1 signal: ~ 100 photons

S2 signal: ~ 23 electrons

S1 signal: 5.14 photoelectrons S2 signal: 459.7 photoelectrons

151 µs

The maximum electron drift time at 0.53 kV/cm is 176 µs



Time projection chambers: xenon

XENON100 at LNGS: 


161 kg LXe  
(~50 kg fiducial) 

242 1-inch PMTs 

results from run II 
calibration data (YBe, 
83mKr, CH3T, 220Rn) etc

LUX at SURF: 


350 kg LXe  
(100 kg fiducial) 

122 2-inch PMTs 

re-analysis of 2013 data (run 3) 
first result from run 4 by the 
end of this year

PandaX at Jinping: 


500 kg LXe  
(306 kg fiducial) 

110 3-inch PMTs 

first commissioning run  
science data since 
spring 2016

See talk by L. Bütikofer
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Recent results: no evidence (yet) for WIMPs

LUX collaboration,  PRL 116, 161301; arXiv: 1512.03506

Minimum at 0.4 zb
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• Under commissioning: XENON1T (3.5 t LXe) at Gran Sasso 

• Planned LXe: LUX-ZEPLIN 7t, XENONnT 7t, XMASS 6t


• Proposed LAr: DarkSide 20 t, DEAP 50 t


• Design & R&D stage: DARWIN 50 t LXe; ARGO 300 t LAr

XENONnT: 7t LXe LZ: 7t LXe DARWIN: 50 t LXe

da
rw
in
.p
hy
sik
.u
zh
.ch

XMASS%project 

��

• !In!this!slide,!I’d!like!to!explain!our!XMASS!project!at!Kamioka!observatory!in!
Japan.!
• !Our!Binal!goal,!a!ten!ton!scale!detector!of!XMASSE2!will!cover!multiple!purposes!
such!as!dark!matter,!pp!solar!neutrino!and!0ν2β!decay.!
• !Refurbishment!of!XMASSEI!will!be!completed!in!this!autumn!and!XMASSE1.5!is!
planed!to!start!in!2015.!They!are!mainly!for!dark!matter!search.!
• !Commissioning!data!of!XMASSEI!was!taken!from!Nov.!2010!to!May.!2012.!!

Y.#Suzuki,#hep-ph/0008296#

XMASS: 6t LXe

DarkSide 50june 27, 2013 p. 21

Darkside 5000

● R&D and engineering for ton-scale experiment 
"DS G2" with 5t liquid Argon (active volume) and 
a sensitivity of 2·10-47 cm2

● reuse same neutron veto + water Cherenkov veto

DarkSide: 20 t LAr

LZ$
Concept$

Liquid$Xenon:$$
48X$LUX$Fiducial$

Gd`LAB$(Daya$Bay)$Gd`LAB$(25$tonne)$2/28/14$ Harry$Nelson$for$LZ$ 10/23$

New and future noble liquid detectors

37



The XENON1T experiment 

• Total (active) LXe mass: 3.5 t (2 t), 1 m electron drift, 248 3-inch PMTs in two arrays


• Background goal: 100 x lower than XENON100 ~ 5x10-2 events/(t d keV)

XENON1T at LNGS

38

xenon1t.org

See talk by P. Pakarha



The end

44

Of course, “the probability of success is difficult to estimate, 
but if we never search, the chance of success is zero”

G. Cocconi & P. Morrison, Nature, 1959

Plot by Tarek Saab, UFL



Indirect/astrophysical searches



Dark Matter Searches with MAGIC: M. Vazquez Acosta (IAC)! Dark Matter 2016, Santander, 27/06/2016 -  7 

Indirect Dark Matter Searches 

Dark matter annihilation 

Detect  
gamma  

rays  

Production at colliders 

Advantage: Neutral cosmic rays (gamma-rays) are not affected by 
interstellar & intergalactic magnetic fields (point back to source) 
Complementary to indirect dark matter searches at colliders 

χ	

χ	



Dark Matter Searches with MAGIC: M. Vazquez Acosta (IAC)! Dark Matter 2016, Santander, 27/06/2016 -  8 

Dark Matter Annihilation/Decay search 
dΦγ

dE
=
dΦγ

PP

dE
J (Ω)

J (Ω) = ρ 2 (r )dr dΩ
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∫

Ω
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Expected gamma-ray flux: 

Particle Physics factor: 
photons per annhilation/decay 

dΦγ
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Astrophysical factor: 
line-of-site integral of  

Dark Matter distribution 
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Annihilation  

Decay  

Perform a likelihood fit on the measured gamma-ray flux 
Produce 95% CL limits on: 
•  <σann ν> : thermally averaged annihilation cross section 
•  τDM : DM particle decay life-time 
as a function of the dark matter particle mass mDM  


